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1. Survey information
Why has it taken so long to release this?
The original draft of this document was prepared in January 2020 and during the consultation period with
Council members the first Covid lockdown hit us. As a result of this the survey was considered a lower
priority for the past two years and put on the back-burner. With a working group now forming to recommend
and take forward changes at St Marys, it has become increasingly apparent that the survey results need to
be published to inform this process.
Why did SAPC decide to send the Survey out?:
We wanted to create a survey to ask Steeple Ashton about the facilities at St Mary’s Field and Newleaze
Play area to ascertain what they would like to see improved. It also gave us the opportunity to ask about
anything else our residents may want to tell us about
What did the survey ask?
20 Questions about St Mary’s Field, Newleaze and Parish Council Communication, as well as the
opportunity to tell the Parish Council about anything else. It also allowed interested residents to enter
contact details if they were interested in helping with the plans moving forward.
How was the survey distributed?:





Hard Copy as a separate green coloured pamphlet to all parish addresses
Extra hard copies available in Village Shop and The Longs Arms
Online Survey advertised on Village Facebook Discussion Page, Parish Council Facebook page,
Village Shop Facebook Page and the Steeple Ashton Website
Link to online survey also emailed to all village community groups

How many did we get back?:
Total Responses: 132



Hard copy - 65
Online - 67

Residents in parish c. 1400 individuals, therefore return rate of just 9.5%
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How are we presenting the results?
This report is set out as follows:
1. Summary which outlines key points
2. Information we are providing to you as a result of some of the comments
3. A more detailed breakdown of the results that will take longer to read, including many of the
individual comments. Comments not included include duplications or have been dealt with in the
information section on the next page.

2. Summary of Reponses
Survey Return Facts



Survey return rate of 9.5% against the number of people in the village
Almost 72% of respondents were over 40 years old

St Mary’s Field





Just over half regularly use St Mary’s Field
Generally, it was felt that the play equipment at St Mary’s Field is old and needs upgrading, additional
planting would be good and if something new is provided, a Multi-Use Games Area (MUGA) could be a
possibility. There were also positive responses for sorting the parking issue (see below) and making a
path around the perimeter of the space
Other suggestions included a tennis court, skate park, wildflower meadow, fenced off play area,
climbing wall, BBQ area and boules area

St Mary’s Field Car Parking


Car Parking at St Mary’s remains an issue and 40% of respondents strongly suggested something is
done about it, however there is an equal amount of pressure to not ‘move the problem to Sandpits’ or
lose more green space. Some positive alternatives were suggested.

St Mary’s Field Working Group


21 people said they would like to be involved in a St Mary’s Working Group

Newleaze Play Area



81% of respondents do not use Newleaze, with the most popular reason being they don’t have young
children that would make use of the specific equipment there (bear in mind age range of most
respondents is >40)
The most suggested improvements to Newleaze included a sign letting people know it is there and a
general facelift

Other Recreational Ideas for the Village





Over 70 ideas were suggested although some people said we have enough and should be spending
money on other things
Clubs for younger people were mentioned several times, as well as clubs and activities for the older
population
Extending the footpath down to Mudmead would make it safer for walkers with several stating that
they’d like to see all footpaths improved
Some people talked about reinstating a pond in the village and there were several calls for tennis
facilities

Parish Council Communication


The consensus is that we communicate well, with the most used forums being the Parish Newsletter,
Longs Arms Noticeboard, Facebook and Word of Mouth
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Other issues for consideration



Speeding is the biggest issue for many of you
Dog poo and the state of the footpaths is also high on the list

What you like about living in Steeple Ashton


This was wonderful to read. The most common phrase was the people love our community.

Moving Forward




43 people left their name to be involved in future plans, but only 33 left contact details.
We have established a working group to move things forward at Newleaze & St Marys field.
We have another group looking at highways improvements and vehicle speed through the village.

3. Information arising from responses:
Some of the issues raised within the survey responses have highlighted a need for further information –
some things you may not know about:














All Parish Council Meeting Agendas and Minutes are published on the website and the noticeboard
by the Longs Arms, ensuring everyone has access to them. These will tell you what we are going to
discuss and any actions resulting from our discussions.
The Parish Newsletter is not produced by the Parish Council, it is produced by a small and
dedicated group from St Mary’s Church PCC
The Parish Newsletter is distributed to every residence in the Parish
The Parish Council provides a report in every Parish Newsletter
The Facebook pages are run by one volunteer. There are clear rules about what is acceptable and
what is not acceptable within the discussion group.
There are already allotments in the village
There are several clubs for young people, including Guides, Brownies and Rainbows. We are aware
there is currently no provision of a youth club or Beavers/Cubs/Scouts and the previous toddler
group has disbanded. The village hall is available for such groups to meet in
We have been investigating Speed Indicator Devices for a while now. It has been a long and
laborious process, but we have kept pushing and we finally saw a device installed in December
2021
Dog poo is an ongoing struggle despite numerous emergency dog poo stations. The fight continues
A note from Gerry Oughton re the Funds raised for St Mary’s by the Recreation Group. This was
originally published at the Annual Parish Meeting earlier in 2019 – we republish the words here for
those that hadn’t seen it:

“The Rec Group, more properly the Steeple Ashton Recreation and Community Development Group, was founded in
2009 to raise funds for the improvement of St Mary’s sports facilities. The initiative came from the Parish Council and
the Group was established as an independent charity rather than a sub-committee of the PC. There is nothing in the
records to explain why this was so, but the speculation is that it was to enable the collection of gift aid from donations
(Geoff Hyatt confirmed at the meeting that this was so). Initially the focus was on fund-raising to replace the
dilapidated changing rooms at St Mary’s with a pavilion. The pavilion was intended to serve not only as replacement
changing rooms but also to provide showers, toilets and additional space for use by clubs and other leisure groups.
However, the changing rooms deteriorated rapidly, and the PC replaced it with the current metal cabin before the
Group had been able to raise sufficient funds. At this point the focus for the group was lost and the relations between
the Group and the PC soured. That is now history; the Group has a new Committee which includes three members of
the PC. A view of the charitable aims of the Group, published on the Charity Commission’s website, reveals that it
was set up to ‘promote the provision of facilities for recreation and other leisure activities’ in Steeple Ashton. This is a
wide scope and the Group was able, under this remit, to contribute towards the funding of the equipment at Acreshort
Park last year. The funds that remain in the care of the Group are those that were collected specifically for the
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redevelopment of St Mary’s sports facilities. The Group has advised the PC that it stands prepared to contribute to
that work once the PC has developed a plan of action.”






The Parish Steward is provided by Wiltshire Council and not by Steeple Ashton Parish Council
Some issues cannot be dealt with by the Parish Council, although we endeavour to support
initiatives beyond our control. Please download the MyWiltshire App to make reports, for example,
fly tipping or footpaths. Wiltshire Council are extremely responsive to reports through this forum.
The app can be found at http://www.wiltshire.gov.uk/mywiltshire-download
We have reviewed the PC website which was difficult to update and didn’t provide the service we
thought it should have. We relaunched this on a more modern platform which is easier on the eye,
easier to navigate and easier to read. Follow this link to access the site https://steeple-ashton.co.uk/
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4. Detailed Response Results:
Age demographic of respondents
We asked ages of respondents as we wanted to make sure any plans going forward were age appropriate.
Almost 72% of respondents were over 40.

Age Range

Number of
respondents

Number of
residents

0-7
8-12
13-16
17-30
31-40
41-59
60+

2
6
4
11
14
48
47

174
98
57
142
194
335
422

Use of St Mary’s Field
We asked whether you used the field. Yes: 52% No: 48%
Reasons for using the field included:





Sport
21.97%
Dog Walking 14.39%
Playing
35.61%
Other reasons included: Sitting and taking in the views, general fitness training, going for walks, village
events including hog roast and other celebration, taking grandchildren and visitors to use it, watch football,
jogging, riding bike and playing tennis.

Reasons for not using the field included:











Too busy
Nothing for me there – it’s only useful for footballers
No need to go there
Too far from home
Too old
Use space in Acreshort Lane
Don’t have young children/grandchildren anymore
Wrong end of village
Not a sporty person
No relevant equipment for 14-16-year olds








No need
There is nothing there
Not sure where it is
Few facilities, pitiful excuse for a play area, tatty
looking changing rooms
I don’t know what I could do there
Won’t use due to foul-mouthed children causing
damage and the mess left by the football teams,
plus there is very little to do there

St Mary’s Field Current Facilities
We asked you how you felt about the current facilities (Scale of 1 – 10 with 10 being the best):


Changing Rooms/Showers: This was ‘Not Applicable’ to almost 80% of respondents. Of those that did
respond a score of 1 was the most popular score
Specific comments included: “Changing rooms only used by visiting teams - no relevance to me.”
Trim Trail: This was ‘Not Applicable’ for over half of you. Some did not know what it was. Almost 19% of
o



respondents scored it a 1.
o



Specific comments included: “What is a trim trail?” “Trim trail needs repairs and improvements.” “The
wooden equipment at the bottom of the field has been broken for ages”

Kick Wall: Almost 29% of respondents scored this a 1.
o Specific comments included: “Kids like kick wall.” “The wall is dangerous and should be pulled down”
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Slide and Swings: Most of the responses scored these a 5, with 11.5% scoring a 10
o Specific comments included: “play equipment is old and dreary” “Swings squeak loudly” “Love the slide but
the swings squeak terribly. Wish there was more there.”



Bins: Most respondents were fine with the bid provision
o Specific comments included: “The people who use the field for matches leave A LOT of rubbish along the



Seats: These received mixed reviews with many scores in the lower half
o Specific comments included: “The views from St Mary’s field are simply wonderful. It would be great to have



Football Pitches: This was not applicable for over half of you, but those that use them scored them highly
o Specific comments included: “I enjoy the fact the field is so well used, and we can hear the shouts of

streets and the field. Perhaps more bins needed”

more seats with some restful planting to make an area where people can sit, relax and appreciate the views”

support & encouragement when there’s a football match on.” “grass to be cut to an acceptable level to actually play
football”

Other Comments Included:


























All equipment is OLD or UNSAFE/BROKEN. It is a fantastic community space and should not be
overdeveloped or concreted
A bit tired
Grass sometimes long, Needs cutting more often. Trim trail/Kick Wall not well maintained
Always pleasant to hear people happy. Open space is always important
Although we do not use most of the facilities in the field, it is always enjoyable to listen to the noises of those
who do use them
A beaverfit frame would be an excellent addition to the fitness products
Better maintenance od surface under swings and slide. More seating would be good. Good space to run
around in.
Cannot use the field on weekends due to football. Inadequate facilities for children’s play
Is there a seat near swings? Have I missed one? Need 'rooms' as a plan. Bit bleak. Why are the balancing
logs so far from the swings and slides?
(NOTE: This is the Trim Trail)
We don't use the football pitch, but it's good that it is used and same for the changing rooms. It's a great
space of the village were to hold a large outdoor event.
No football goals. It's a miserable, cold, windy and uninspiring space. Can it be sold for housing and the cash
used elsewhere in the village?
Nice Views
Brilliant for people who use it. Good for large outdoor events
Not enough play equipment
Quite dated and limited, so great that this is being looked at and this survey done
I struggle with the contradiction for dog walking on the field and the other activities available. I would love to
walk my dogs there, but I feel it would not be suitable
There is a there is a real problem with parking during sporting events which needs to be addressed.
It's such a huge space it's a shame to not be using it for something more productive. A pavilion building for a
nursery or play group would be useful.
Last time I looked, one gate said, "no dogs" and the other "please clean up after your dog". My reason for not
taking my dogs into the field.
Great view, but very open and exposed on a windy day with young children
There is nothing of interest to younger children in the field
Very windy and exposed. Feels unloved
The play equipment is rather old and there's not much of it.
I enjoy the fact the field is so well used, and we can hear the shouts of support & encouragement when
there’s a football match on. We are so fortunate to live in this village; I hope we can be generous about
sharing our facilities with others.
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St Mary’s Field Suggested Improvements
We suggested some improvements to you, and you
scored new play equipment, additional planting and a
multi-use games area (MUGA) as the top three.

70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

There was also some appetite for a parking area and a
hard surface perimeter path for running and cycling.
Some people suggested we look at similar spaces in
Bulkington and Edington for good examples of
facilities.
You also came up with some other great ideas, some
more achievable than others, including:












Tennis court
Roundabout and See-Saw
7-a-side football goals
Bicycle explore path for children
Skate Park/ BMX bike track/ Skateboard/Scooter ramps
Public toilets
Fenced off play area
Monkey bars
Zip wire
Fixed brick BBQ facility
Boules/ Petanque area










Wildflower meadow
Hold car boots on the field to raise money
Fruit trees
Dog agility area with a few obstacles
Swimming Pool
Bodyweight training equipment for capable youths and
adults e.g. pull up bars, dip station, battle ropes etc
Climbing Wall like the one in Keevil
Toddlers Play Area

Other comments included:























The field should be renamed as St Mary's Sport and Recreational and dedicated to children's play, picnic area and ball
games. Security needs to be considered.
How about a gate and a path to connect to Butts Lane along the North edge of the adjacent field?
A kid’s size football pitch would be nice
More seats and a car park on the field would be good
All amenities needed in the field to be enjoyed to the full. More seats needed around edge. Mowed pathway round the
edge will also keep people off pitches, could be used as running area
The facilities are worn, but useful for our family. The open large space has some benefit however a series of more
dedicated areas would improve the area and encourage use
More play facilities needed
Requires more tree planting
The play facilities need urgently updating and additional play equipment added. Improving the current facilities should be
the priority rather than wasting money on equipment and ideas that would probably get little use in a village, such as multi
use games areas and cycle paths.
The children's play area is totally inadequate needs renovating and extending
Skate/scooter/bike/BMX ramps or track (hugely popular with older as well as younger children); Parkour equipment
(Springfield campus in Corsham has a good example of Parkour and skate ramp, West Lavington has a bike track);
climbing wall (like in Keevil)
I would prefer if the park was more child friendly, as there are little play equipment and it isn’t very fun for the kids because
they get bored. you also get rude nasty kids who twist the swings up and pull up the foam by the slide!!!
How about things that might appeal to an older age group too. Maybe outdoor skittles or bowling green??
Keep main spending to acre short, also helps shop, as difficult and costly to have both sites fully fitted out. St Mary's good
for sport and any big village events so use the area to freshen up current play equipment, maybe something new, but main
money used to add parking and perhaps some additional seating, adding fresh meadow wild boarders would be a
fantastic addition
It would be wonderful to do some environmental planting to enhance a better children’s play area - caring for the
environment speaking for itself
Dedicated area for children’s exploration of nature trail etc. and bike trail would be very welcome and encourage visitors
perhaps. AND zip wire! Planting, trees, orchard, wildflowers etc to encourage biodiversity but also community interest,
engagement and participation
More equipment for children 8 - 16 years e.g. zip wires, climbing frames, more imagination!
Consider the roles of all 3 play areas - Acreshort, St Mary's and Newleaze - each have their own purpose!
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Community Orchard. Wider verges for managed wildflowers and DECENT hedgerow for biodiversity
Money was raised to improve the field, but was used for Acreshort lane, so where is our share for St Mary's?
Emphasis and use of this field on larger game facilities, while putting other on Acreshort e.g. Table Tennis. Make both
areas more eco-friendly - diverse hedges, more trees, insect houses, community orchard. Money available
Dedicated area for toddlers with maybe a covered sandpit and one of those water squirt pads like they have at Longleat.
Toddler sized play equipment

St Mary’s Field Parking
45.00%
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We asked you how you’d feel about creating a
hardstanding area for parking, with an entrance off
Sandpits Lane, considering the difficulties with parking
on football days.
Although most responses were in favour, there were
some highly emotional responses and good counter
points raised. This is an issue for much further
discussion.

Comments in Favour:






















Parking in St Mary’s is very frustrating. We wouldn’t mind so much if they were considerate about parking (i.e. not in front
of driveways or blocking residents in) and if they didn’t leave beer cans and rubbish on the side of the roads.
Parking is a nightmare for residents when football is on. They don’t park sensibly, have no consideration.
Seems logical
Sounds sensible to have dedicated parking for this
It would be a very good idea to take the parking off the road as St Mary's
Parking regularly spills onto main road and is very inconvenient for St Mary's residents
Excellent idea, it must be so frustrating for residents of St Mary's when there is a football match
This would be a good idea as sometimes we cannot get out of our drive as the cars are parked over it
Good idea to keep the main road clear on match days. I car park off Sandpits Lane shouldn't encroach on residents
Good idea. As they take spaces in sandpits lane as well. Leaving residents unable to park
Not living on St Mary’s, I can't say but if there is room parking entrance off sandpits lane sounds sensible. As long as it is
made secure for youngsters with relevant fence and gate.
This is a great idea and would massively improve the parking problems for residents in St Mary's during match days.
As a resident in St. Mary’s I would very much appreciate the Parish Council doing something about this issue asap. I have
witnessed several heated arguments between residents and the football players/spectators due to the inconsiderate
parking during sporting events.
the residents are fed up with either not being able to go out as we cannot guarantee we can park when we get home or
come home and not being able to park. I have had experiences where someone has blocked my car in and when I need to
leave I received a barrage of abuse from the car owner. We have even had times where the car owners have completely
blocked the road completely.
Yes, but would like a large net erected behind the goal for the safety off the cars as don’t want cars damaged
Brilliant idea for residents and users of the field alike. Also, probably safer from a children's point of view, having less cars
in St Mary's.
Extra parking in the area would also be great as people who do not live on St Mary's have started using it to park their
large work vehicles. My husband often can't park on our street when he gets home late from work as non-St Mary's
residents have taken all the parking.
Would be good to get the cars off St Mary's to ensure access is maintained for emergency vehicles

Comments Against:








Absolutely not. Parking only an issue with visiting teams. Villagers walk. Football team would still park in St Mary's. DO
NOT PAVE OVER THE FIELD.
Huge Farm Machinery passes. Unsafe and not feasible
This would reduce sports area and encourage parking actually in Sandpits, causing difficulty for tractors and other vehicles
unable to pass
Extra traffic in Sandpits Lane will be disruptive
Sandpits Lane is very narrow, and this could be a problem with large farm vehicles
Field isn’t huge and the amount of space parking would take up would be better used for play or equipment. It’s also
catering for people that don’t live in the village when that money could be used for the community instead.
Please don't destroy the hedgerow in pandering to man's use of the car.
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Keep the green space. You've already taken space from the Acreshort green space for parking, which is rarely used (not
advertised) when parking on the street is so easy and just blocks up the access and egress from Acreshort Lane. The
parking on St Marys which spills over into the main road is probably no bad thing and slows traffic down!!
Seems sad to turn more green space into tarmac and concrete
Will only push the issue to sandpits lane.
This would be a good initiative, but football matches are only for very short periods and if resources are tight I’m sure other
ideas would deliver more benefits.

Other suggestions:














A difficult one. Would it create a hazard with through traffic and farm vehicles? Could teams come by coach?
The difference in levels would increase cost. It is a narrow road that cars speed down. What is wrong with using the
existing gate in St Mary's?
Does the use of the football pitch generate an income for the parish council? If so I understand why it might make sense to
continue but the swearing during some matches is a real deterrent from going with my children while matches are on. Re
parking, not sure there’s enough space. And if a parking area and access from Sandpits is provided, measures to
discourage speeding along Sandpits Lane May need to be considered.
I live in St Mary's so see first-hand the parking issues when football is on. Whilst a separate parking area is a good idea, I
don't see that the Parish should fund it or fundraise for it, if it will only be used by footballers... who don't actually live in the
village. Residents also have to put up with bad language during matches so maybe a big rethink of the field where the fullsize football pitch is not hired out? If we could instead have a MUGA and off-road parking then this would solve the issues
faced by residents.
Sandpits lane is a busy road.it has the national speed limit, I feel putting a car park there is going to cause an accident. I’m
the summer you have tractors going up and down, not one tractor goes down there slowly! If they have trailed on the back
then that will make it harder to slow down if a car is pulling out of a cat park! Also, there are no signs there to say it’s a
park. I feel that if you do put a car park there then you need to have some sort of slowing down device.
Could this standing also be used for events like open gardens, wedding as access in and out of the village is hideous at
these times?
Please can you post a plan showing exactly where this would be! It would be a huge shame if any of the existing field were
to be turned into car parking. Perhaps consider yellow lines or parking zones in St Mary’s instead? There’s plenty of space
to park in the high street. And I say this as a resident living on the High Street between St Mary’s and sandpits. Plus, car
parks can end up being used for anti-social behaviour by teens and groups of young adults looking for somewhere to hang
out in the evenings. So could actually end up creating more problems! Also, how often is the field used? My perception is
it’s a few hours each weekend during the football season, I would like to know if that’s correct.
It would be interesting to know how many of the SA football team live in the village and how much they contribute
financially to the upkeep of the field.
The parking of footballers is an issue, but they don't all need to park so close to field. The provision of car parking is
expensive and other ways of reducing the problems for St Mary's residents should be considered. The facilities should be
provided for local residents and any major expenditure on football should be carefully considered

St Mary’s Field Working Group
We explained that we, as a Parish Council, can’t make improvements to St Mary’s on our own and it would
take a dedicated group of residents to help push ideas and make them happen, as was the case at
Acreshort Park.
21 of you said you would be willing to help. Many of you would like to help but have commitments
elsewhere. Several have said “No” to being on the Working Group but could help at specific events.
We thank you all for your interest.

Use of Newleaze Play Area
Over 81% of you do not use the Newleaze Play Area, for the following reasons:






No need
Too far away
Too old
Never considered it
Live at the other end of the village and use
Acreshort








Children have outgrown it
Didn’t know it was there
Not a pleasant outlook
No children
Wasn’t aware it was a public area
No dogs allowed
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Equipment too old



Not sure where it is

One person said strongly “It's unkempt, dingy, dirty and unsafe and is far too small for the mass of equipment.”

Those of you that do use it stated:














Safe and close to our house
Great for younger kids and feels safe
My granddaughter likes playing there
It's opposite my house.
Use it occasionally with my children. It’s convenient as close to our home and nice for my kids to meet other
local children there. Equipment feels a bit dated but does its job fine and younger kids enjoy it.
the play facilities are pretty good
Playing with friends, not having to crossroads to get there
Nice for little children - well contained and safe
Good gym kit for grandchildren
Good for smaller grandchildren. Have had problems with dog poo in there
Did when we had YOUNG children there, the play equipment was good for them
Quiet and secluded. Good play equipment. Off the road.
I do use it but to be honest I think the kids play equipment could be better. There is not much there for kids
under 5 in my opinion.

Newleaze Play Area Suggested Improvements


























Add more things, a lot of space unused
Replace it with something else if 80% of people don’t use it then change it for something people would use
I would put some more wooden structures/rope-based structures in for smaller children/toddlers to climb on. I
would also add things like static play tractors/ anything with steering wheels for them to pretend to drive. What
would be perfect would be to combine some of the elements at Bulkington park, 3 daggers in Eddington and
White Row Farm shop. Tree houses are also usually a winner if easy to get into.
Needs to be centre of village I.e. St Mary’s
Increase seating
Basketball hoop/wall
Plant trees and create a nature trail if possible. Bird boxes and bug houses too
Upgrade all equipment
Equipment for bigger kids
Better maintenance, brambles cut back, extra hedging. Lots of green moss under some items - slipping!
Insect and bird boxes.
Plant groups of small growing trees in the grassy areas to encourage birds, Parking needed.
Just a face lift. Some new play equipment or better maintenance of existing stuff
More seating, picnic tables
Seems good. Underused. A notice in village hall for toddler group?
I think the play equipment does its job and feel any money raised would be better spent on improvements at
St Mary’s where they’re more needed.
I can't think of anything...ooh, toilets!
Close it down make parking spaces. Kids could all go to St Mary’s.
A bit more for the older children to do. It's aimed at young children but the majority of Newleaze children are
age 6+
I think it’s a lovely little park. I don’t think it needs improving
Signpost it off the road so people other than Newleaze residents know it exists
Fix the gate, mow the grass more regularly add a little more equipment maybe a balance beam or something
small like that. It’s a good park we like to visit but it’s a little neglected looking.
Improve and upgrade play equipment and seating.
Clean up and overhaul. I'd have play equipment for babies and disabled, representing the nearby residents.
Things like a ground level round about, basket swing etc.
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Other ideas for recreation in the village
Lots of brilliant suggestions to put into the discussion pot!







































Hard surface for walking in the village. Fed up of walking in the road. Get something done with the pavement
Groups of small berry trees planted around village for birds
Grass needs to be cut by Newleaze bus shelter
It would be interesting to explore the possibility of a village wood in the future, similar to the one at Poulshot
Youth club for the teenagers maybe fun by a proper youth organisation or the police not sure but definitely not
volunteers who know nothing about teenage interaction
An area for kids to scoot/practice riding their bikes away from the road but I guess that is what you are
thinking with a potential tarmac track around St Mary’s Park, which would be good.
I would like to spread out fitness equipment like pull-up bars around the village so that they could be
incorporated into runs, not just limit it to one area
Youth Club
Better signposting and clearing of the local footpaths
Allotments
Better Tennis Facilities
Look again at parking for the village hall (and church)?
Shaded area/canopy at Acreshort picnic benches
Clubs for kids. They all have to go out of the village
For walkers - extend footpath to provide safe access to Mudmead lane from behind corner
The village has all the amenities that the village needs. COMMENT ON ACRESHORT - Glad there is parking
and like the healthy emphasis
Luffenham Field good and improving
Sunday run/walk for all ages at St Mary's 10/10.30am Steeple Steps
Equipment for younger children on the Acreshort recreation ground
Maybe something to bring all generations together. A street party?! Or an initiative to combat loneliness, like
the one where people who live alone are linked up with people to join them for a family meal. The litter picks
are a great idea, perhaps could be more regular (although I know all these things take a lot of organising). I
travel to local towns or villages for activities for my young boys, wonder if there’d be interested in some
activities like beavers/cubs in the village
Slow traffic down so it’s safer to walk and cycle into and around the village.
more play facilities at Acreshort e.g. basic swings and slide- the children’s play equipment there requires
assistance.
My children always say they’d like better swings!
I wish we could improve the appearance of Moore's garage. Lots of car enthusiasts take pictures of their cars
by it and it seems such a shame it's so dilapidated.
If we do get the Farr Field in Silver Street then maybe use this to encourage wildlife and wildflowers with
seating with a meandering path mown through it.
More dog bins in St Mary’s park
Nature trail for young children
Perhaps a silly suggestion but we once had a village pond and those locally look lovely and again bring in
wildlife so this would be a nice addition, albeit work to maintain.
A circular walk around the perimeter of the village that is kept clear of cattle.
Swimming pool Not likely I know but I’d like it
The ideas are directed at the younger residents which is fine. Please don't forget that we have an aging
community too, including some with dementia. It would be nice to see the village hall used for groups to help
here, you mention outdoor table tennis, but how about things like indoor tennis etc. etc. for the "elders"?
Indoor sports, e.g. table tennis, snooker - for wet days and winter
Swimming pond 🙂
Village hall with outdoor area
Paddling pool/splash park sandpit
BBQ area
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Funding Improvements
As you are aware, any improvements require funding. We asked you how we should fund these
improvements and projects:





Increase Precept – 38
Fundraising – 94
Both – 12
Not sure - 2

Other ideas: Lottery Funding, Grants, Jumble Sales/Car Boots/Auctions, use up St Mary's Trust Fund (Charity) to
which I subscribed/donated for new changing rooms, Wiltshire Council Funding
Other Comments:








Funding was collected for St Marys and apparently has been used elsewhere asking nearby residents to fund
raise again is likely to be an issue
I wouldn't mind a small increase in council tax provided my suggestions for body weight equipment was taken on
board. I wouldn't appreciate the increase if the only improvements are football related though.
Try to balance expenditure across all parts of the community. It seems that the play areas are getting a lot at the
moment (i.e. the gym stuff at Acreshort). What about a better community centre for all age groups to meet in (go
see the village hall/shop in Freshford for an example).
I support short term raising of the Precept for specific projects. Also looking at how much reserves SAPC have
which is not allocated to specific projects. Need to think about maintenance costs for anything new.
Whichever is easier. I suspect the demographic of the village would protest about council tax increase though as a
large proportion are older and don't have children.
Please consider a grant from the SITA TRUST or similar. Keevil obtains £1000s from them for their park

Parish Council Communication
It was important that we understand where you get the
most of your information about the village from.






76% of you said the Parish Newsletter
60% Word of Mouth
49% use Facebook
36% use the Noticeboard at the Longs Arms
18% use the website
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Many of you pointed out some places we missed, including:




Shop Noticeboard
A Boards on the verges
Posters around the village

There were some complaints about the administration of Facebook, but, it looks like we are doing our job well and
ensuring we cover all bases when it comes to communication. Some of your comments and suggestions for
improvement included:







I find the website quite out of date and think that this could be a real bonus if it was run, and advertised, properly.
Village Facebook group is a great addition and useful to find out about things going on. I know this takes work to
administer - thank you! Did it know about Twitter or Insta - I’ll have a look.
I like the Facebook group, (excluding the pictures of dog poo).
Create a better website, clearer, more interesting to look at/use. Put the village website & Facebook details on the front
page of the parish mag - not just the shop details.
It's been said for decades that Newleaze residents don't regard themselves as part of the village. If I'm correct there isn't a
Parish councillor from N.L. could this be rectified by canvassing the estate?
It may have already been done but some kind of “Meet the Council” comms, could be a blog/vlog or a piece in the
newsletter.
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What you like most about living in the village
It is important to us to know what it is you like about living here – and you didn’t disappoint! What was clear is that you
all value the sense of community. Here is a selection of responses:













Lots of community activities. People help each other out. Feel safe. Community shop
I’ve only lived here a short time but everyone seems friendly and the community spirit is very strong.
Beautiful village, good walk, great pub, nice to be part of the community
Where to start??? After living here for 42 years I think that I just love living in "the Steeple Ashton bubble", away from so
much angst in the world today. The friendly community and everything that goes with that.
Sense of belonging to a community. Friendly people. Pub and village shop/Post office facility. Beautiful church.
Countryside easily accessible. Hard working Parish Council!
Friendly atmosphere, strong community feel, close to country walks, nice old buildings.
I do like the community feel and enthusiasm by many to keep improving our village and organising events
Friendly people with good community spirit
A lovely place to live and bring my children up. Safe, caring community with lots of activities, pub and shop.
Village Shop. Safe nice walks. Village pub. Community is so friendly and welcoming. We love living here and bringing up a
young family here
I love the friendly people and the sense of community. I love the pub and the pub and the social that comes with that
Neighbourliness/Friendly. Sense of Community

This is a word cloud – it has been created out of the responses. The larger the word, the more it was written.

Any other issues you wanted to tell us about
We wanted this survey to provide you with a chance to get other issues off your chest. Recurring issues
included speeding, dog poo and the original funds raised by the Recreation Group. We have addressed
some of your issues in the information on Page 3. Your comments below:

















I would like to see wild flowers planted on every bit of public space and road verge that is not already a mowed tidy piece
of grass for example the roadside opposite Holmeleaze ....prime target this will encourage bees and wildlife and they need
all the help they can get.
Dog fouling is still an issue. How to police it?
Speeding traffic on common hill. Police do regular traffic checks
Speeding on Common Hill and Ashton Common is out of control. Traffic calming measures are urgently required
Feel very strongly that St Mary's field should remain for families and children and not parking or running tracks, as there
are enough places to run already. Do not think football teams from outside the village should use it. When we want to use
it at weekends it's full of shouting, swearing men meaning I can't take my children there
Horse signs, as every other Parish has them
More fruit tree planting in communal areas
The pavements need to be lowered as far as Newleaze instead of stopping abruptly at Holmeleaze (NOTE: This was
always in the pipeline and has now been remedied)
Keep footpaths clear in June/July when overrun by plant growth
Shame there has never been a scout group in the village
Let's have serious action in improving the facilities and uses of the church
Sort out the broken flagstones on our paths
Speeding through village - we desperately need calming measures to physically slow vehicles down
Definitely need a traffic checking monitor. Need a shelter for school children waiting for bus at pub etc
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Shame the Parish Council spent all available funds on Acreshort instead of using it on all playgrounds!!
Smart speed hump to stop/slow down very fast traffic into the village
We need to preserve the character of the village while providing facilities. Keep up the good work!
Pavement opposite War Memorial is broken and on a slope. Car Parking on the high street likely to increase - any plans
afoot?
The work of the Parish Steward is much appreciated
Look after people who can't get out better
We helped to raise money for St Mary’s, but we hear it went to the bottom of the village, so until this has been paid back,
no more money from us.
Encourage the farmers to return some fields to GRASS
As a resident of St Mary's. I did not like the way you spent the fundraising we all made for the St Mary's field and then is
was spent at Acreshort playing field. We were not informed about it.
If any drawing for planning etc are required, I would be willing to provide my services free of charge
The moss on the pavement of Acre Close and poor state of pavement needs resurfacing. And the dog mess in Acreshort
Lane. I clean daily at least 5 - worth a lot of penalty money
thank you to whoever wrote the survey for being so proactive!
We love steeple Ashton! We’ve been here for over a year now and so happy with the move.
Well done to everyone involved in the parish council.
I feel sometimes I offer to do things around the village but get told my help it not needed. As things have to be done by the
parish council.
Is there a chance of having a visibility mirror placed as you leave the village near the telephone box? The visibility there,
turning right to come into the village is becoming increasingly dangerous and someone is going to get hurt. The properties
have right to park in front of their homes but increasing numbers of vehicles, heights of cars, put a van there, nightmare, it
is just really difficult to pull out now
With a village population of 900 + souls it's regretted more people don't become involved in village activities - it's always
the same old few.
Not a criticism but a suggestion as aware pub needs to make money, but events need better parking/vehicle control and
how people are controlled as the last two events I have had problems with damage to my vehicle and idiots using the
green as a toilet. Don't want them stopped, just better control so please don't take this as a complaint. Have a for sale and
freecycle section in parish magazine, small charge for ads.
Can we do something to keep our footpaths in better condition, by this I mean the ones out in the fields rather than the
pavements. I seem to keep finding them either overgrown or my way obstructed by cattle. Having been charged by a cow
previously, I am now wary of them.
Hate the plastic bin on the village green. Hate plastic and it is not in character with the beautiful surroundings. Dog poo is
an issue despite our best efforts
I do feel the speed people often go is excessive and that goes for the farm traffic as well. There’s nothing scarier as a
parent than a tractor hurtling down the road past the green as specially. Maybe they are going 30 but a vehicle that size
should be slowing a little if there is a pinch point like the green. Maybe a 20 zone through the very centre of the village
would be wise from St Mary’s to home farm close as the houses are mostly fronting on to the road.
around 10 to 15 years ago, I played football for the original village football club. Around this period there was a fundraising attempt to raise money to build a permanent changing and shower facility for use by the football clubs and other
sports teams / organisation that might use the playing field. I know a committee was formed and that some money was
raised towards this idea. As this money was originally intended to improve facilities within the St Mary's recreation field, it
would be nice to assume that any funds raised during this period would now be put towards the latest improvement ideas.
Clearly the money raised back then, never went to its original intention, to which many residents in good will originally
donated.
Poo bin at top of village?
Please stop the boys playing football on Newleaze grass area, they kick the balls too hard against doors, windows,
gardens and cars, they wear football boots which have destroyed the grass, we used to have signs saying ‘no ball games’
but the kids took them down (Selwood Housing responsibility)
Ashton Common is a bit cut off from the village. Would be good to have a hard footpath all the way to the village. Lots of
social events take place at times not suited to those working full-time. I get home after 7 pm each evening. It's not easy to
meet people in the village if you are from outside the area, work full-time, don't have kids, and don't attend church! Would
be nice to have an exercise (pilates or yoga) class in the village that starts at say 8 pm. Is it possible to play badminton in
the village hall? Good luck with this. We like the village, but don't feel very much part of it.
Speeding cars! This is a real issue especially when it’s in at the bus stop taking or collecting children. Lots of villages now
have 20mph zone and have either sleeping policemen or give way areas that have to slow traffic down. I’m sorry to say
but when they used to do speed checks (community) it didn’t stop traffic speeding.
Need to continue the fight against dog poo on our pathways! We are very fortunate to be provided with numerous poo-bag
stations, so there is no excuse.
Pavements, they are so uneven but it's something that we don't notice when we're fit ...please look into making them safer
for residents both young and OLD
Please sort out roadside parking in the main street. Perhaps yellow lines on one side, particularly near the pub.
There are many issues with the Facebook page. the admins like to delete posts with no real reason, and it gets frustrating
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The village hall, it would be great to have some different activities on. Keevil seem to have much more going on for those
of us too young for the WI but not really wanting to go to an aerobics class! Sorry I appreciate that’s not hugely helpful, but
perhaps some am dram? Or live music? Maybe coach trip to local theatres, or London shopping trip...
Some evening clubs as work commitments stop me attending. Craft clubs, book clubs etc
I think the speed in which vehicles drive through the village is a real worry and the number of large vehicles, and large
vehicles going fast is doubly bad. So, something to address speed would be good.
It'd be great to have better and more frequent public transportation! I'd like it to be easier for my son to get to the
Trowbridge train station as he takes the train to college in Swindon.

How many of you are interested in helping to move these ideas forward?
We were thrilled that 43 people left their name; although only 33 left contact details, so for some of those
that left names, we will be unable to contact you!

5. WHAT NEXT??
We have been pleased with the level of feedback this survey has provided. Thank you to all who
took the time to get involved. We wanted to give the whole of Steeple Ashton parish the chance to
have their say and, although the response rate was low, you have not let us down.
However, improvements, events and activities in the village need to be managed by willing people.
If grants and funding are to be sought, we need people to manage the process and write the bids.
One resident has offered their services to draw up plans etc, for which we are most grateful.
We are a small Parish Council and cannot hope to implement all suggestions or discussions
moving forward. Having a good demographic of the village involved in Working Groups, assisted
by the Parish Council, is the best way to proceed, as evidenced by the success of Acreshort Park.
We will deal with specific issues raised that we are able to action as a Parish Council, without the
need for a Working Group. To ensure we facilitate the momentum and positivity that this survey
has realised for other suggestions and ideas, we will:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Distribute this report online, via Facebook and website;
Contact all those who left contact details to see if they are still interested
Set up a public meeting for all interested parties, facilitated by the Parish Council
Set up a working group with a Chair and Secretary, separate from the Parish Council, but
with at least one member of the Parish Council within each group for support
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